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Abstract

libraries or hardware components of the machines),
the sending of the information to the observer, which
makes the occurrence of events observable (note that
download may have a certain latency depending on
the internal buffers capacity) and finally, the analysis
of the information, which consists in interpreting the
data in order to provide a diagnostic.

The problem of checking the correctness of distributed
computations arises when debugging distributed algorithms, and more generally when testing protocols o r
distributed applications. For that purpose, one describes the expected behavior ( o r suspected errors) by
a global property: f o r example, a predicate on process
variables, o r the set of adrnissible orderings on observable events. The problem is to check whether this property is satisfied or not during the execution. A relevant
model for this study is the partial order of message
causality and the associated state graph, called "lattice
of consistent cuts". In this paper, we propose a general approach t o trace checking, based on partial order
theory.
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Introduction

1.1 Problem statement
This paper presents techniques for reliably detecting logical errors in a distributed program, where "logical error" is defined on the intended partial ordering
of events. We are only concerned with relative events
orderings; no consideration is made of the issues associated with real-time or "performance" debugging.
Faced with an implementation (i.e. a black-box
parallel program) and a global property specifying the
intended behavior of the program, a natural approach
to testing is to insert an observer process which receives reports from the program under test and checks
that the property holds. In practice, as it is impossible to trace all the elementary events of the computation (variable assignments, message exchanges, . . .),
we must select the type of events we want to observe.
When observing a system, the activity of gathering
and using run-time information (that we call tracechecking) can be split up into three reasonably independent pipe-lined tasks: the generation of run-time
information, achieved by software probes inserted in
the source code (possibly assisted by instrumented

Figure 1: Observer problems
Unfortunately, if no assumption can be made on
communication delays or politics of channels (fifo or
not), the observer may receive events in an arbitrary
order (see figure 1). And without added information,
it is impossible for the observer to detect concurrency
or causal dependence between observable events. The
stand taken here (after 81) is that the ordering of
events observation shoul not affect the results prcduced by a parallel testing system. Any pronouncement on the correctness of a particular test must be
valid for any possible interleaving of events compatible with the causal ordering induced by the observed
computation.
1.2 W o r k position
In the last ten years, there were several propositions to help in distributed debugging, even in the
special case we called trace-checking or predicate detection. The pioneering work in that area was presented in [5], and gives an algorithm to detect stable
predicates, which uses global snapshots. Since then,
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sition in k chains of p is a partition {Pi}j~[l,..klof
P in which every Pi is a chain of p. M a x ( A , p ) =
{U E A,Vx E A , i ( u <
, x)} is the set of maximal

the scientific community tries, to extend this work to
larger classes of properties, said ”unstable” [lo, 6, 41.
Different algorithms were proposed to deal with local
predicates, conjunction and disjunction of local predicates, sequencing of local predicat es... All these algorithms suffer from a lack of homogeneous theoretical
structure. Consequently, the different proofs of the algorithms do not even help since they appear ad-hoc.
Faced to this situation, we were tempted to study in
depth the structure of the lattice of global states (or
consistent cuts, or ideals). We think this lattice is a
good candidate to found the reflection on predicate detection. The paper defends such a position. We show
that understanding the dynamic structure of the lattice directly leads to general algorithms which detect
larger classes of predicates than in the previous literature.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
We start by exposing the problem of trace observation.
We lay stress on the notion of observable event, and on
the vector coding of subsets of events. We then introduce a classification of properties based on the ability
to decide them on-line. Finally, we show how to check
properties on traces. These properties are expressed
by finite automata. Though the techniques are wellknown in the area of model-checking, we present an algorithm which strictly extends the class of properties
that were presented in previous works in distributed
debugging.
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elements of A in F. SLiiarly, M ~ ~ ( A , =
F ){ u
A,Vx E A,-(x <; a ) } is the set of minimal elements. A has an infimum (resp. a supremum) in P if
I Max({x E P, V y E A , x <;y},F)
I =
1
~ i n ( { Ez P, VY E A , Y

5;

x } , F)

I=

1).

F is a lattice iff every pajr of elements has a supremum and an infimum in P.
Let x E PI J p x = {y E P , y 5- x } (resp. Tpx =
P
{y E P , x 5- y}) is the predecessor set (resp. the
P

-

successor set) of x in P.

1Lmz=

{y E

P, y-<-

Z)

im

(resp. T p x = {y E PIx-<; y}) is the immediate
predecessor set (resp. the immediate successor set) of
x in
A linear extension of a poset P is a maximal chain
C onto P which preserves
i.e.: x 2- y + x 5- y.

F.

P

P

C

An ideal A of a poset F is a subset closed by precedence: Vx E A,Vy E P, y 5- x =+ y E A . When
P

F)

M a x ( A , is reduced to a singleton { x } , we say that
A is a sup-irreducible associated to x . Observe that the
set of maximal elements in an ideal forms an antichain
and that this provides a one-to-one corresponding between the ideals and the agichains of a poset. The set
of ideals I ( P ) of a poset PI ordered by set inclusion,
forms a distributive lattice I(P) (see [2]).

Trace observation

This section is devoted to the problem of trace observation in a distributed environment. We start by
defining some terminology which stems from the theory of partial orderings and lattices. Then we recall
the notions of “causal relation” and “consistent cuts”
for observable events. The remainder of the section
is devoted to the on-line reconstruction of the causal
relation by an observer.

-

2.2

Message causality

Formally reasoning on execution traces requires a
simple mathematical model. Two different levels can
be distinguished:

2.1 Terminology
A partially ordered set (poset) = (PI&) is a
P
set P of elements, together with an antisymmetric,
reflexive and transitive binary relation I-.In addiP
tion, if x 5- y and x # y, then we write x <, y. If
P
P
E 5- y or y _<- x we say that x and y are compaP

I

(resp.

The user’s level, where the programmer defines
what he wants to trace (variable changes, calls to
sending procedures, ...). These are actions occurring during the computation. The action occurrences are called observable events. The action
name defines the event type (or label).

P

rable in F. Otherwise, x and y are said incomparable
in F. If x 5- y, then x is a predecessor of y in P
and y is a successor of x in P. We say that y is an
immediate successor of x (or x is an immediate predey if x < y
cessor of y) or y covers x and note x<,
P
and Vz E P , x <, t 5- y =+ z = y. The directed
P
P
graph associated to this covering relation is denoted
C O V ( P=
) (P, E p ) .
L e t A be a subset of P , the suborder of 7; on A
is PIA = ( A , < , ) . An antichain (resp. a chain) is
P
a subset of P in which every pair of elements is incomparable (resp. comparable). A chain decompo-

The run-time level which induces some constraints on the relative ordering of observable
events. Precisely, that is the causality due to the
physical exchange of messages between processes,
ensuring that the sending of a message must always precede its reception.
An example of a trace is given in figure 2(a). The
observable events are figured as dots on the ”timeline”
of processes. Arrows represent the message exchanges.
Let us consider a finite set of processes, denoted
by PI to P,, (one considers for simplification this
set is known in advance and stable). We denote
E = X W 8 0 the finite set of events occurring
during the execution (U denotes the disjoint union).
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X contains all the sending events (unobservable in
principle), 8 contains the corresponding receptions
(for the sake of simplicity, communication channels
are considered point-to-point) and 0 is the set of observable events. One can consider that E is split up
into the disjoint subsets Ei of events that are local to
Pi: E = ItjlSi<,,Ei.
Let -+ be t’he sequential ordering of events appearing on process Pi. The causal relationship (whose definition is given in [ 1 2 ] ) in E2 is the smallest relation
< satisfying :
1. Vi E { l . . ~ l } , V t , yEi,
E
2. V X E X , x 4 5
3. 4 is transitive

t +i

y

*

t

to associate some kind of coding to events in order to
make it possible. The observer receives the event e
together with the process number in which e occurs
and the coding. Moreover, the construction has to be
done on-line. But when an event e is received by the
observer, there may be some events which belong to
the past of e in the computation and which have not
been observed yet. For example, in figure 2 assume
that all events but events 5 and 8 have already been
observed, and suppose that the observer now receives
8. The event 5, which is an immediate predecessor
of 8, is missing. There are two possible techniques in
that case. The first one is to compute the suborder of
the real causal order on the already observed events.
In our example, that means that 1 becomes an immediate predecessor of 8 in the suborder. When 5 arrives,
the edge between 1 and 8 has to be removed as it becomes a transitive edge. The second possibility is to
wait for a linear extension, that is when an event e is
observed and there is some missing events in the past
of e, the observer must wait all missing events before
taking e into account. The observer still works on-line
as we can expect that the lowest events in the order
will not be systematically received after the highest
ones. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 present two ways of coding the causal relation and algorithms to extract the
covering digraph of the poset from its coding.
Once we have constructed a certain part of the
we may construct its
poset 6, say the subposet
= 6 , then this lattice is the “latideal lattice. If
tice of consistent cuts” (see figure 2(c)). We do not
describe algorithms to com Ute it’. Efficient and online ones may be found in [$ We just recall the meaning of the ideal lattice. It is a poset whose elements
are ideals and the ordering relation is set inclusion.
When an ideal I is covered by an ideal J in this lattice, we have J - I = {t} for an event z E 0. Thus the
edge between I and J in the covering digraph of the
lattice may be labeled with t. There is a one-to-one
mapping between paths from the bottom to the top
of the digraph and the linear extensions of the poset
6 [ 3 ] . So this lattice codes all possible interleavings of
events and provides a simple way to deal with properties which use concurrency. Since the size of the
lattice is much bigger than the size of the order, such
a construction has to be well motivated. This point is
discussed in section 3.1.
2.3 Vector timestamps
The first idea for efficiently coding the causal relation is to consider the chain decomposition induced
by processes. Let us consider the following coding into
vectors of integers:
A : 0
EV“

4y

4 is a partial orderL In the sequel, we will only
consider the suborder 0 induced by the set 0 of observable events partially ordered by the relation +.
This abstraction capability is interesting as it allows
us to not consider communication events. This leads
to our trace model: a distributed trace is modeled b y
a finite poset 6,split up into n disjoint chains and
equipped with a labeling function X f r o m 0 t o an aclion alphabet E. We say that a trace satisfies the NIVI
condition (for “non invisible interaction”) if on each
process, between a receive event and a following send
event there exists a_t least one observable event i.e.
30; E
v i E [l..n],VgiE X i , v t i E xi,?Ji< i t i
oi s.t. g1 < i oi 4 i xi.

5,

5

2

Figure 2: A trace (a), the Hasse diagram of its poset
(b) and its ideal lattice (c)

--

IJOxnOt

LE[1

n]

i.e. to each observable event 3: is associated a vector
A(z) whose ith component is the number of observ-

In practice, the observer has to reconstruct the
poset 6 from the observed events. More precisely,
it has to reconstruct the covering digraph of 6, which
Hasse diagram is shown in figure 2(b). So we need

‘When observing events according to a linear extension of
the poset, the principleof building the lattice is, after observing
an event e, to find the ideal ( b e ) - {e} in the lattice, and then
to duplicate the entire sublattice above this ideal.
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:

I

able events of Pi which causally precede z. One recognizes the vector clocks of Fidge and Mattern [S, 131
(see figure 3).

l

2.4 Observing the direct dependences
The major drawback of vector clocks is the intrusion induced by the piggybacking of information of
size n. However, when the trace satisfies the NIVI
condition2, we can use another timestampin technique called "direct dependences coding" [9, If which
piggybacks a scalar value. The idea of the direct dependence coding is to maintain on each site Pi a vector
of size n which j t h coordinate represents the number
of events which occurred on site Pj before the last direct communication from Pj. In this communication
it suffices to piggyback this number. The coding is
defined as follows:

P2
p

P3

213

002

MI

Figure 3: Vector timestamps

z

This coding is obtained on-line as follows:
Q

Q

Q

Q

g[z]F#i]

each process Pi maintains a vector Ai of size n
(initially set to the null vector).

:

when an observable event e occurs on Pi, Ai[i] :=
Ai[i] 1; A(e) := Ai.

+

when Pi sends a message, the current value V of
the vector Ai is "piggybacked".
upon reception on Pi of a message from Pj carrying a vector V I
Vk E [ I . . .n], Ai[k]:= maz(Ai[k],V [ k ] ) .

p1
P2

F3

On-line construction of the covering digraph of
the order

Oa/i(e)

-

e and

lim

I

=

I

110

D(z)

where for z E Oi
YEOi,y5z)I
y E Oj s.t. there is a message
sent by Pj after y
and received by Pi before z} I
210

Mn

203

each process Pi maintains a vector Di E N" (initially set to the null vector).
when an observable event e occurs on Pi,
Di[q := Q [ i ] 1; D(e) := Di.

+

when Pi sends a message, the scalar value Di[i]is
"piggybacked".
upon reception on Pi of a message from Pj carrying a value .,
Di[j]:= n a r ( D i [ j ].).
,
This is illustrated in figure 4.
On-line constrilction of the covering digraph of
the order

**Jt(e)

Tim
-

I

zz

Nn

The coding is computed on-line as follows:

Compute lim e (resp. tin e) as follows: on
O*Jt(=)
OaJt(8)
each chain, compute the biggest (resp. lowest)
element smaller (resp. bigger) than e and put it
into a set L (resp. U ) . Remove from this set L
(!esp. U ) the elements which are smaller (resp.
bigger) than another element in the set. This set
is now lim e (resp. Tk",,,,,,e).
Remove the edges between

I-+

Figure 4: Direct dependences coding

-

Q

;
001

At the instant of observation of an event e, w+ave already constructed the covering digraph of
(the
suborder of 6 on the events received before e), and
we want to deduce the covering digraph of
(the
suborder of 6 which takes e into account). During the
algorithm, the chain decomposition of the suborder induced by processes is maingned. The computation
of the covering digraph of Oaft(e)works in two phases:
e

-

D : 0

e

Compared to the vector timestamps coding, the direct
dependence coding decreases the intrusion due to piggybacking. The price to be paid is that y e are only
able to construct suborders on ideals of 0. So when
the observer receives an event e , a new suborder can
be computed only if all predecessors of e have already
been observed. Then we can awake the construction

Os/*(.)

(they necessarily exist in Ob,f(.)) as they become
transitive edges in O,ff(e).
This algorithm runs in O(lO( -I-n2) for each event
using the fact that the comparison between two events
necessitates only the comparison on one coordinate
Vz E Oi,Vy E 0 , z 5- y e A(z)[q 5 A(y)[i] (comparison of one coordinate).

*This is easily obtained at run time by generating fictitious
observable events which can be filtered later by the observer.
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of suborders using events which have only e as missing event in their past. We use lists wailingforfv,i],
which contain observed events which at least wait for
the ut" event z on the process Pi to get all their past
in the set of observed events. Those events may wait
for z either because z is missing or because z is also
waiting for other events. To each event y we associate
a counter missing, which counts the number of index
i such that 3 v , y E waiting f o r U ,i]. Thus missing is
null if all events in the past of y ave already been observed. For each event 2, the algorithm constructs an
array L, of observed events such that for i # sii!e(z),
L,[i] is the D,[ilth event in Pi and L,[site(z)] is the
D,[sile(z)] - 1'" event in Psite(,).The sentence "compute the list of immediate predecessors of z" in procedure Wake-Up can be performed in two steps. Firstly,
we associate to each event E a list C, of events such
that C,[i] = maz y E O;,y + z} (this list corresponds
to the set L in t e previous section). This is done
in O ( n 2 )since C,[i] = m a z { y E
Cy[;] U L,[i]}
Note that this also gives us the transitive closure of the
poset since this construction can be used to compute
the vector timestamps A ( z ) . Secondly, we deduce
~b'z from L, in 0 ( n 2 ) since 1z":
= {y E L , [ ~ ] , V ZE
L , , y ( ~ A ( y ) [ i5
] A ( z ) [ i ] ) } After
.
this, we can proceed
with t e construction of the lattice or the verification
of properties (see section 4). Using the chain decomposition induced by processes of 0, the algorithm runs
in O(lOl+ n 2 ) for each event.

procedure NotOk(x:event; v,i: integer);
begin
waitingfor[v,i]:=waitingfor[v,i] ~ { z } ;
x.missing:=x.missing+ 1;
end ;

procedure Wake-up(x: event);
begin

6

compute the list of immediate predecessors of x;

for all z E waitingfor[x.D[x.site],x.site]do
z.L[x.site]:=x;
z.missing:=z.missing - 1;
if z.missing=O t h e n Wake-up(z);

end ;
end

6

2.5 Garbage collection
The size of the ideal lattice is a practical problem.
In order to save some memory during its construction and verification, we informally give the clue to
remove the garbage part of the lattice. Forthe sake
of simplicity, we assume that the subposet 0' is constructed according to a linear extension of the completzposet. Let 0 1 , . . .Onbe a chain decomposition
of 0'. And let V be a vector of size n such that
V ( i )= yi where Vi E Oi and VZ E O ; ,z 5 - yi. We
0'
assume that each component of V is defined (i.e. we
have already observed one event on each site). Let
G = { z E O',Vi E [ l . ..n], ~ ( z yi)}. G is an

-

>,

5.

stamp: array [l..n] of integer;

3

event: record
1abel:action; D: stamp; site: I..n; missing: integer;

The complexity of property checking

3.1 What kind of checking?
Independently to the problem of which kind of
property we want to check, we have to consider what
kind of checking we want. Two main kinds of checking can be considered. In one hand, we may want to
enlight one (generally the first consistent cut verifying a property. For example, t e property is an error
detection defined on conjunction of local predicates.
This kind of checking can be efficiently performed on
the poset since it can be done without backtracking.
On the other hand, we may be interested in enumerating all consistent cuts verifying the property. There
may be several reasons to do that: counting, computing some average value, or listing every "minimal"
snapshot verifying the property (i.e. an antichain in
the ideal lattice). In this case, checking on the poset
will induce backtracking and may lead to a complexity equivalent (or worse) to the construction and the
verification on the ideal lattice. This leads to the definition of a general method to check such properties
directly on the lattice, instead of ad-hoc methods. Section 4 is a first step in this direction.
3.2 A sketch of classification of properties
Usually, one distinguishes between local properties,
which can be decided on a single process, and global

L: array [l..n] of event;
end ;
var

h

waitingfor: array [lOl,l..n]of set of event;
procedure NewEvent(a:action; D: stamp; s: integer);
var x: event;

begin
x . l a b e l t a ; x . D c D ; x.D[s]cx.D[s]-1; x.site+
x.missing:=0;
for all i E [I..n] do x.L[i]:= 0;
for all i E [I..n] do begin
if for all y E Oil y.D[i] # x.D[i] then
NotOk(x,x.D[i],i);
else let y E 0,s.t. y.D[i] = x.D[i]
x.L[i]:=y;
if y.missing # 0 then NotOk(x,x.D[i],i);
end ;
if x.missing=O then Wake-up(x);

5,

Then, on the ideal lattice of
an ideal
ideal of
I can be removed iff I
G. This can be easily done
using techniques detailed in [7].

type

S;

end :
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ones, which depend on several processes. There is also
a distinction between stable properties and unstable
ones. We would like to introduce another kind of classification. As we already said, the observer may receive observable events in any order. We say that a
consistent cut is appearing to the observer when all its
maximal elements (for 4)have been observed. This
means that in the subposet defined by already observed events, we already have the antichain which
defines the ideal of the complete poset corresponding
to the consistent cut. We are interested here in determining when the observer can decide a property on
appeared consistent cuts.
We will say that a property is wait-free (WF for
short) if for any ordering in which the observer receives
events, the property may be decided on a consistent
cut as soon as it appears. For example, the property allb, which means the concurrency of two events
labeled with a and b, is W F . Since there is no assumption on the ordering of received events, we can
state that a property is W F iff it can be decided by
only considering the maximal events of a consistent
cut. For example, the property a 4 b, which is true
for an ideal if it contains a maximal element labeled b
and in the past of this event, an event labeled with Q ,
is not WF, since at the instant of observation of b the
decision cannot be taken.
However, among non W F properties, some have
nice behaviors which sometimes allow decision before
reception by the observer of the complete consistent
cut, that is they do not necessarily need the knowledge
of the whole past. There are properties which, when
reaching a certain value (true or false) on an uncomplete ideal, definitely conserves this value on this ideal.
For example a 4 b is definitively true in a consistent
cut containing a maximal event labeled with b as soon
as an event a belonging to the past of b is observed.
There is also properties which can be decided when a
certain part of the cut is known. For example, a+ b
(“a is covered by b ” ) can be decided as soon as all the
immediate predecessors of b in 6 are known.
Note that the membership of properties to the
aforementioned classes can be modified when assumptions can be made on the possible orderings in which
events are received by the observer.
There is a practical consequence to the above sketch
of classification. If we choose a direct dependence coding, in the construction of the lattice we must wait
for linear extensions, thus our classification is unaciurate. On the other hand, with the vector timestamp
coding, we can always decide a W F property in an
ideal as soon as it appears to the observer. This allows an early decision at the cost of a more expensive
intrusion.

4

model of transition systems which are essentially labeled digraphs used to represent the set of possible
behaviors of the program. Numerous works have been
developed these ten last years to justify the interest
of temporal logics (linear or branching time) in this
context, and to design general model-checking algorithms based on graph traversals. We will show that
the ideal lattice can be viewed as a labeled transition
system. Therefore, no doubt that the aforementioned
techniques can be applied to the particular graph of
ideals. Though this question has not yet been studied
to our knowledge, we expect a great simplification due
to the algebraic structure of the graph. One interest
here is to take into account the requirement of on-line
computation [Ill.
Surprisingly, the approach in distributed debugging
was different. Only very restrictive classes of properties with respect to the general framework provided
by temporal logics (see [14] for example) have been
studied. Our feeling is that the ideas about detection
algorithms have preceded the properties formalization
(one specifies only what is known to be detectable).
There is also the wish to limit the exploration of the
set of possible behaviors to keep a reasonable algorithmic complexity.
Our ambition is to show that existing techniques
can be adapted to this context. As a starting point,
we want to describe some general algorithms, able to
compute a large class of properties. These properties
are specified by finite automata. Consequently one
often uses the term automaton verification instead of
model-checking. However, as every formula of linear
time temporal logic (LTL) interpreted over finite sequences can be automatically translated into a finite
automaton which accepts the same models, we already
reach the power of LTL.
4.1 Ideal lattice. and transition system
A (deterministic) labeled transition s y s t e m is a
triple T = ( Q , A , - ) where Q is the set of states,
A the alphabet of actions, and -2 Q x A x Q is
the deterministic transitionzlation. The covering digraph of the ideal lattice I ( 0 ) of the poset 0 can be
viewed as a labeled transition system:

T r ( I ( 0 ) ) =< I ( 0 ) , C,->

-

where the set of states is the set I ( 0 ) , C is the alphabet of actions (which occur as observable events),
J and
and
is defined by I
J iff I-<

-

a

I(0)

X(J - I ) = U .
4.2 Regular properties
Let us now define the class of regular properties
defined by finite automata on finite words. In each
maximal path of the lattice, the successive encountered labels form a word on C, The set of such words
is X(Iin(0))3 where lin(0) is the set of linear extensions of 0.
A finite (deterministic) automaton is a 5-uple 4 =<
E, 9,qo, F, 6 >, where

Checking of regular properties

In this section we are interested int the problem
of verifying properties of traces during the construction of the ideal lattice. Model-checking is a well
known verification technique which consists in deciding whether a logical temporal formula is satisfied by
a program. Model-checking is based on the standard

3F0r simplicity,
A(e1).
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. . ..A(el).

we

denote

by A(e1

...e,,)

the word

C is the action alphabet,

The algorithm can be implemented by a breadth-first
traversal of the lattice during which each ideal is attributed with a boolean array of size (91,the ith element indicating whether some sequence leading to I
can put the automaton in state i. If we want to extend the algorithm in order to count the number of
sequences accepted by the automaton, it suffices to
replace the boolean array by an array of integers.
It is straightforward to see that the complexity of
the checking algorithms is linear in the size of the lattice and the size of the automaton.
Figure 5 illustrates the result of algorithms for
checking kv and k3. The subset of the lattice denoted E represents the set of ideals I such that I k3 4
and the subset A consists of ideals satisfying I EV4.

Q is the set of states,
qo is the initial state,
e

c Q is the set of accepting states,

F

6 C Q x C x Q is the transition function.
These automata allow to specify properties about the
potential or necessary sequencing of actions.
Let t 4) = {U E C' : 6 * ( ~QO)
, E F } be the language de ned by 4. Confronting such an automaton
with the covering digraph of the lattice requires to
consider, for each ideal I , the set P a t h ( I ) of all paths
from bottom to I . This leads to two possibilities when
defining the satisfaction of a property 4 in an ideal I :

B

I i=v 4
I b3 4

iff
iff

X(Path(1)) c .q4)
X(Path(Z))n t ( 4 ) # 0

The satisfaction relation kv (resp. b3) states that
an ideal I satisfies 4 iff every (resp. some) path in
Path(1) is labeled with a sequence accepted by the
automaton 4.
Let -4 denote the complementary automaton of
4, We have t ( ~ 4 =) E* - t ( 4 ) . Since for every
A , B E*, we have A E B iff An@* - B ) = 0, and
using the definitions of the satisfaction relations, we
get the usual duality relation: I bv 4
I p t g 74.
The upper element of I ( 0 ) is the ideal 0 which
contains all events of the trace. The satisfaction of 4
by the lattice I ( 0 ) is then defined by:

c

Figure 5: Automaton verification
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From the above definitions, we can easily deduce
that:
V I E I ( 0 ) 11 kv 4
VI€I(O),It=34

*
*

4(I) c F
4(I)nF#0

where 4 ( I ) = 6'(X(lin(Ol,)),qo) is the set of states
of the automaton 4 reachable by paths ending in I .
The checking algorithms will be automatically derived
from these expressions of the satisfaction relations.
4.3 The checking algorithms
As was evoked in the preceding paragraph, the
checking algorithms are essentially based on the computation of 4 I ) . It is easy to see that $ ( I ) can be
computed on- ine during the lattice construction since
it is sufficient to attribute the ideals by states of the
automaton 4. In fact, the attribute 4 ( I ) of an ideal I
can be computed from the attributes of its immediate
predecessors in the lattice4:

I

4(I) =

U (U

and

i=3

Conclusion and future works

In this paper we have used the poset theory background in order to provide a general framework for
on-line checking properties on execution traces of distributed computations. For two different codings of
the causal poset we have shown how to on-line construct its covering digraph. We introduce a classification of properties which shows that the drawback of
an early construction of the lattice of consistent cuts
is the weakening of the class of properties that can be
verified on-line. An other consequence is the enlightment of the duality between the price of piggybacking
and the generality of on-line checkable properties. We
have also shown that properties expressed by finite automata can be checked linearly in the size of the ideal
lattice. This was a simple example of the power of
dealing with this lattice. All the algorithms presented
in this paper have been implemented. Our goal is to
provide a tool for the on-line testing of distributed
computations. A natural continuation of our work is
to search for generic algorithms which could be used
to verify some larger class of properties (for example
defined on lattice abstractions) and to generalize adhoc algorithms on already known temporal logics (like
branching time for example).

0 i=v4
Ob34

iff
iff

+V

6(X(J - a q ) )

J € q o ) I q€+(J)

*Thjs supposes that events are treated according to a linear
extension of the poset.
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